The aim of this paper is to determine the economic viability of the electronic warehouse receipt registry introduction, as a step toward electronic warehouse receipts. 
Introduction
The common questions in countries without public warehouses systems are: Is the public warehouse system needed? Is it necessary to establish public warehouse system with all three components (licensing procedure, Indemnity Fund and special inspection service)? Should the public warehouse system be embedded in the legislation or contractual relations between the interested parties are sufficient? Is it useful to establish an electronic warehouse receipts (EWR)?
An appropriate legal framework is a prerequisite for a functioning public warehouse system (IFC/WB, 2013). Although public warehouse system is possible even in poor legal environments, in such conditions transaction costs are higher and bank credit committees will be more reticent to approve transactions. Bank risk controllers and credit committees in particular feel more comfortable when there is strong legislation in place protecting the integrity of the system, establishing clear procedures in case of bankruptcy and default, and allowing the perfection of security interests ).
There were several attempts to create private public warehouse systems, like in Russia, Kazakhstan and Turkey, mostly from banks and commodity exchanges, but without success (Belozertsov et al., 2011) . Recommendation can be given that public warehouse system has to be established through national legislation, while licensing and controlling function has to be done by government.
The public warehouse system is based on the licensing of warehouses for grains and oilseeds. To obtain a license, a warehouse must meet the requirements in terms of equipment and facilities and show positive business performance in the previous accounting period, including a sufficient level of a free capital (Law on public warehouses for agricultural products, 2009). A public warehouse may issue a warehouse receipt for its own stored commodity or for the commodity of a third party, as proof of storage ). 7 The experience of USA, Canada, majority of EU countries, Ukraine, Serbia, etc., shows that fully functional warehouse receipts system is very beneficial for the agribusiness sector.
The warehouse receipts systems with all the supporting structures in place have been proven in practice to be more efficient compared with partly established systems (Hollinger, Rutten, 2009 ). If possible, countries opting for establishment of the system should have: 1) Licensing body and licensing procedures for warehouses in order to obtain public warehouses license; 2) Special inspection body in charge of controlling public warehouses; 3) Guarantee structure (such as Indemnity Fund (IF)) needs to be established to reimburse the grain owners/warehouse receipts holder if public warehouse cannot deliver grain to the owner. It is important to have out-of-court procedure for compensation.
If the system is not based on all three components, like it was in the case of Romania, players in the system will not have enough confidence when landing against warehouse receipts. As a consequence banks will be reluctant or interest rate will be higher, traders will have doubt that the grain will be delivered from warehouses and avoid trading with warehouse receipts, etc. (Mahanta, 2012) . Development of warehouse receipts is also an essential base for futures and option markets, because warehouse receipts are needed for futures contracts delivery (Coulter, Onumah, 2002) .
The warehouse receipt can be used as pledge for short-term loans, which typically have a lower interest rate compared to other short-term loans. The warehouse receipt can be traded and typically generate higher prices than the same product sold with other proof of storage (Giovannucci et al., 2000) .
Besides being the pledge for short-term loans, warehouse receipt could also be used for repurchase agreement. Repurchase agreement is an agreement on the sale of securities with a commitment to repurchase them at a specified period and at a fixed price (Mirović, Bolesnikov, 2013) . The seller of warehouse receipt (farmer) agrees to repurchase them from the buyer (bank) in predefined period and price.
The benefits of warehouse receipts such as a higher price for commodity stored in a public warehouse and the acceptance as pledge by commercial banks are the result of the confidence that banks and traders have in the system. This confidence is derived from so-called "Three rounds of safety" that are built into the system, i.e.: 1) only a first class warehouse with appropriate financial indicators and equipment can be licensed; 2) a special inspection service monitors the commodities stored in public warehouses; 3) Indemnity Fund, in situation when the owner of the commodity cannot get out the products from the public warehouse, has to indemnify the owner within five days through an out-of-court procedure.
One of the milestones of the public warehouse system is the fact that the Indemnity Fund has separate funds intended for compensation to owners of different types of products (Vasiljević, Zakić, 2006) . A warehouse receipt system can (Varangis, Larson, 1996) : a) improve farm income and smooth domestic prices by providing an instrument to farmers to spread sales throughout the crop year; b) mobilize credit to agriculture by creating a secure collateral for banks; c) help create cash and forward markets and thus enhance price discovery and competition; d) provide a way to gradually reduce the role of government in agricultural commercialization; e) combine with price hedging instruments to predetermine the cost of future purchases or sales. The warehouse receipt and warehouse receipt registry Warehouse receipts (WR) are commodity securities (which can be in paper or electronic form) issued by a warehouse operator that proves that the commodity has been stored. The warehouse receipts prove ownership of the commodity and the warehouse's obligation to deliver the commodity to the legitimate holder of the receipt (Mor, Fernandes, 2009 ).
The physical (paper) warehouse receipt may consist of either one or two parts.
In the United States, the warehouse receipt is a single document. Two-part receipts are more common in continental Europe and Latin America, and have also been adopted elsewhere. Two-part receipts allowing trading on both commodity and pledge market: one of the parts is related to the ownership of the commodity, and the other to the pledge. Choice of the most appropriate type of warehouse receipt should be based on an evaluation of the situation in each country. A single-part receipt is simpler and more convenient tool for commercial transactions (USAID, 2002).
The warehouse receipt in paper form should be protected against fraud. The system should develop a reliable mechanism for keeping track of warehouse receipts both at the licensed warehouse level and for the overall system usually by sending regular periodical reports from each public warehouse to system administrator. Information on warehouse receipts in paper form is stored in central electronic register of warehouse receipts (Hollinger, Rutten, 2009 ).
Securities such as shares and bonds are in dematerialized form in many countries, commodity securities such as warehouse receipts are rarely in dematerialized form because of its individual characteristic dematerialization is more complex (Vasiljević et al., 2014 ).
The movement from paper to electronic warehouse receipt is relatively recent. Even today in the USA only cotton is fully operational in an electronic format, with several grains participating under a Department of Agriculture trial system. Still, even under this trial system, Electronic warehouse receipts (EWRs) are being used in a manner that was unheard of only 20 years ago. Thus, EWRs in these programs can be used as: pledge for loans through approved providers with financial lending institutions; for intra-company transactions to reposition grain to another approved warehouse; as pledge to meet margin or other financial requirements at futures exchanges; for transferring ownership to commodities between different warehouses, processors, ethanol plants and end users; and to transfer ownership to grains and oilseeds through the delivery process at futures exchanges.
The U.S. cotton industry set up an electronic cotton warehouse receipts in 1993. Led by Plains Cotton Cooperative Association of Lubbock, Texas, which was issued a patent for an electronic title system, and the National Cotton Council, the cotton industry pushed for electronic warehouse receipts as a means to introduce significant efficiencies into an antiquated system of handling commodity sales transactions. The structure envisioned by the cotton industry was one in which the Secretary of Agriculture would establish standards that would govern so-called "system providers." These providers would maintain a computer system as required by the secretary. Individual warehouses would then contract with the system providers in order to use electronic warehouse receipts for cotton (USAID, 2011).
As example South Africa's Electronic Silo Certificates system keeps the whole process, from issuance to trade and pledging, in an electronic format. Certified warehouses enter information on stored commodity in an electronic database. The database serves as a basis for exchange delivery systems, as well as for lending against warehouse receipt. Banks has possibilities to enter pledge on warehouse receipt directly into the system, trading of dematerialized warehouse receipts (as an interface with traders and investors) and information supply (to clients, government agencies, etc.).
In the Western Europe, central registers for warehouse receipts are not common. Commodity exchanges generally have their own registers to ensure an efficient delivery mechanism. Nevertheless, it would be advisable for ECA countries to set up a registers. Doing so is not costly, and registers provide a significant level of protection against risks of fraud (Gashayie, Singh, 2015).
One positive example is Ukraine's Central electronic warehouse receipt register, which uses software to keep track of the receipts (which are still issued in paper form) and to perform various regulatory and control functions (Hollinger, Rutten, 2009 ). Advantages of electronic warehouse receipts vs. paper warehouse receipts are:
• Electronic system is safer because public warehouse will be allowed to issue warehouse receipts up to the licensed capacity (electronic system will stop issuing the warehouse receipt for any quantity over the licensed capacity), while in paper form public warehouse can issue warehouse receipts in quantity greater than the licensed capacity. In this manner, the electronic system would increase the overall safety and the lower needed amount of funds in the Indemnity Fund; • Electronic warehouse system is secured from fraud and forgery. As the information resides on the central database it is not possible to make duplicate or use an outdated receipts; • It also breaks all the geographical barriers as the physical production and exchange of documents not needed. The seller can transfer electronic warehouse receipt to the buyer and transaction completes when the buyer confirms it; • Electronic warehouse receipt can be split and this fractionalization can be done in instant;
• Electronic warehouse receipts can supplement e-business as the buyer can be sure in quality and quantity of offered product; • Inspection service in charge of inspecting public warehouse system is in position to follow in real time status of commodity in each public warehouses instead of relying on periodical reports from public warehouses; • There is no need for public warehouse to purchase blank paper warehouses receipts forms and registries for keeping public warehouse receipts records, so the overall system would be less expensive; • Reports on warehouse receipts issuance, trade with warehouse receipts, loans against Vlado Kovačević, Vladimir Zakić, Miloš Milovanović, Jonel Subić, Marko Jeločnik warehouse receipts can be easily derived from electronic system for purpose of analytics, i.e. for different kind of subsidies of public warehouses systems indicators as number of new warehouses, change in overall licensed capacity, data on loans, etc. Ministry of Agriculture and Environmental Protection of the Republic of Serbia, was develop Electronic registry for warehouse receipts with FAO support and supervision. This Registry is in the testing faze by all participants in the public warehouse system and it is expected to enter in the work (Jovičić et al., 2014) .
Registry is planned to be introduced gradually, public warehouses with good internet access, will be transferred from paper evidence of warehouse receipts (WR) to electronic while other with not sufficient capacities will continue to work in paper WR evidence until requirements for electronic Registry are met. 8 Registry is designed to improve public warehouse system by increasing system transparency. This electronic warehouse receipts is designed with possibility to be upgraded to electronic warehouse receipts system (Shamos, 2004 ).
Electronic registry is allowing public warehouse and other participants to gain experience in operating in electronic system before electronic warehouse receipts (EWR) system implementation.
According to Scheme 1., banks, traders, commodity exchanges will have possibility to observe the warehouse receipts (WR) status in WR Registry. Public warehouses will still operate with paper form of warehouse receipts, but they will enrolled all information on new opened WR and changes in warehouse receipts status in WR Registry which will automatically prevent opening WR in quantity greater than licensed capacity.
In the Back office portal licensing, inspection and administration body will be able to automatically generate various kinds of reports on public warehouses and warehouse receipts. In paper warehouse receipts system public warehouses are sending information on WR issued, pledged and cancelled in usually two weeks period by e-mail or fax, and operator needs to enrol this information in database manually (Zakić, Kovačević, 2012 ).
Public portal is open to the public where the goods owners can access public warehouse registry to check closest public warehouse to store goods, have insight in public warehouses services pricelists, etc. Warehouses may download all forms for licensing procedures, manuals, etc.
Indemnity fund (IF) portal is automatically generating bills for public warehouses which they are obliged to contribute to IF on monthly basis, based on quantity of stored products. In paper warehouse receipts system public warehouses are calculating this contribution which is time consuming and there is possibility of mistake.
Methodology and data sources
In this paper is analysed system of: Paper warehouse receipts; Electronic warehouse receipts registry; and Full electronic warehouse receipts.
Analysis is performed by questionnaire submitted by next participants in the pubic warehouse 8 Important is to be fully transferred to electronic Registry. Situation to use both paper and electronic warehouse receipts (WR) registry is not allowed.
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Results and discussion

Paper warehouse receipts (WR) system
Average mark for paper warehouse receipts system from banks are moderate (2, 8) , as a result of extensive procedures and increased risk when lending against warehouse receipts. After providing loans against warehouse receipts, a bank: 1) writes information on the pledge on the warehouse receipt; 2) sends information on the pledge and a copy of the warehouse receipt to the public warehouse that issued the warehouse receipt for the public warehouse to record the pledge in the register of warehouse receipt; 3) keeps the warehouse receipt until the debt is paid. It is time consuming procedure and carries an additional risk for lender.
Graph 1. Paper warehouse receipts (WR) system rating
Source: Kovačević et al., 2014 Grain owners are rated paper warehouse receipts system with average mark 4,2 what can be explained by broad acceptance and low interest rate on warehouse receipts' loans in Serbia. Communication in the case of the paper warehouse receipts system is slow, and based on periodical reports from each public warehouse to the public warehouse management system. In case of fraud by a public warehouse, the inspection service cannot immediately prevent the issue of warehouse receipt. Informing warehouse receipt owners or lenders against warehouse receipts is based on tracking a web page or exchange of information in written or oral form. Slow communication and existing high risk level is reason for moderate average mark for paper warehouse receipts system from Ministry of Agriculture and Indemnity fund.
Lowest rate for paper warehouse receipts system is given form Commodity exchange, because of complicated procedure when trading with warehouse receipts which needs to be sent to exchange together with trading order, if the warehouse receipts is sold it will be sent to the buyer, and if not, it will be returned to the owner. The buyer and seller of a warehouse receipt fill the data on trade and need to sign warehouse receipts. The buyer is obliged to provide data on the trade immediately to the public warehouse that issued the warehouse receipt so that it may enter the data in its register of warehouse receipt. This is complicated procedures and warehouse receipts needs to circulate between exchange and traders which increase a risk of losing warehouse receipts and increases transaction costs.
Public warehouse system with electronic register of warehouse receipts
In the system of electronic warehouse receipts (EWR) register, the warehouse receipt itself is still in paper form, while the evidence on warehouse receipts is electronic. This system offers many advantages over the previous one. Sending data on warehouse receipt is unnecessary, as the administrator and inspection services in the public warehouse system have direct access to the electronic register of warehouse receipt and can generate a range of reports for each public warehouse. The volume of work for the public warehouse and its administrator is thus reduced, as there is no need for the administrator to send reports or enter them. Security in the public warehouse system is improved, since in case of fraudulent behaviour in the public warehouse, the inspection service can immediately prevent the issue of warehouse receipt. 9 Furthermore, the public warehouse may issue warehouse receipt only for the quantity of commodity for which it is licensed 10 . The electronic register also reduces the public warehouse costs to a small extent since it no longer needs to procure paper diaries for warehouse receipt. All those factors resulted in better rating than the paper warehouse receipts system from commercial banks, Ministry of Agriculture and Indemnity Fund.
In this system, a bank issues a loan against a warehouse receipt in the same way as in the allpaper system, in other words, it records the credit data on the paper and sends the information to the issuing public warehouse. The advantage of the system of electronic registers is that the bank can see the evidence of ownership of the warehouse receipts and any encumbrance on the warehouse receipts directly in the electronic register, and after sending information on pledges on the warehouse receipts can check the warehouse receipts in the register to see whether the public warehouse has correctly entered the data sent. Increasing the security in EP 2016 (63) Buyer and seller of warehouse receipt enter the trade data and sign the warehouse receipt just as in the all-paper system. The advantage of the electronic warehouse receipts (EWR) register lies in the buyer being able to see information on the ownership of the WR and any encumbrance on the warehouse receipts (WR) directly in the electronic register, and after sending the information on trade with WR can check the warehouse receipts in the register to see whether the public warehouse has entered the data correctly as sent. Increasing the security in the electronic WR system in this way has a positive impact on lending against warehouse receipts. Survey shows that warehouse receipts' owners are not seeing benefits from electronic WR registry, same as Commodity exchange because of need for operation with complicated and risky procedures with warehouse receipts exist.
Electronic warehouse receipts system
In the Graph 3. is shown rating of the electronic warehouse receipts. Banks will be allowed to access the electronic warehouse system and enter pledge at the warehouse when lending against a warehouse receipt. The procedure for banks is less time consuming (for receipts in paper form banks need to send a query to the warehouse by fax and, when the pledge is established, again need to fax the warehouse to inform it that pledge is established on the warehouse receipt, etc.) and more secure, leading to lower interest rates.
In case of fraud by the public warehouse the inspection service can immediately block the issue of warehouse receipt. The electronic system automatically prevents the public warehouse from issuing warehouse receipt for the complete quantity of products that surpass the licensed capacity of the public warehouse. It also reduces the possibility of errors in issuing warehouse receipt since the system automatically warns of errors, which increases the overall security of the system. The inspection services responsible for monitoring the public warehouse may stop further issue of warehouse receipt by the warehouse until they complete checks. Information to the system administrator and inspection is carried out with automatic insight into the system, and the public warehouse does not have to send a report. Increased in safety and procedures lead that banks, Ministry of Agriculture, Indemnity Fund and Commodity Exchange rated the Electronic warehouse receipts (EWR) system with highest rate.
The public warehouse's costs are reduced as there is no need to purchase blank warehouse receipts and register diaries. 
Trade with warehouse receipts in an electronic warehouse world
Buyer and seller of warehouse receipt enter data on the trade and sign the warehouse receipt. The buyer is obliged without delay to deliver the data on the transaction to the pubic warehouse that issued the warehouse receipt, so that it can enter the new ownership data into the register of warehouse receipts.
Commodity exchanges will have direct links, and trading orders may be sent in electronic form. Paper warehouse receipts need to be sent to the commodity exchange by post. In the case of electronic warehouse receipts, a trading order can be submitted to local brokerage firms.
Conclusion
On the basis of this research, it may be concluded that warehouse receipts play an important role in the agribusiness sector, above all because they assure a greater security of warehousing, they make possible delayed sale in that sale takes place not from the sack but rather by the warehouse receipt being used as pledge for credit with the commodity actually being sold later in the year when the price is usually higher, and because commodity are stored in regulated public warehouses rather than unregulated private warehouses, as is often the case now. Finally, the research results underlining the great significance of the public warehouse system for agriculture financing. For the development or improvement of the existing public warehouse system, several recommendations can be made:
• Establishment of the public warehouse with all three components: licensing procedures, inspection body and indemnity fund;
• Development of the public warehouse system uniquely for agricultural products Public warehouse system for industrial products must be established separately;
• The system must be based on legislation, rather than on private contracts among its parties;
• The system should be developed in cooperation with the National Bank, to provide the best credit rating for loans against warehouse receipts;
• It is of great importance to introduce electronic warehouse receipts. Paper warehouse receipt system has the simplest model of the public warehouse. As a disadvantage this system requires long procedures and has a highest risk because of low transparency compared to other two public warehouse systems. Introducing electronic warehouse receipt register has a positive effect on the administration of the public warehouse system, since there is no need to receive and consolidate regular periodic reports sent by the public warehouse, saving time and staff resources among warehouse operators and administrative employees. The security of the system is also enhanced since the inspection services have direct access to the electronic register of each public warehouse and can rapidly react or prevent the issue of warehouse receipt by a public warehouse. Improving the overall security of the system and insight into the electronic register and the status of each warehouse receipt, even with the same procedure for entering credit on each warehouse receipt has a positive impact on lending against warehouse receipts. In the case of trading in warehouse receipts too, even if the trade is entered on the warehouse receipt itself by the same procedure as in the paper system of warehouse receipts, the improvement of overall system security and the possibility of viewing the electronic register for the status of each warehouse receipt has a positive impact on lending against warehouse receipts. The operating costs of the public warehouse are also reduced since there is no need for purchasing neither blank warehouse receipts forms, nor register diaries, as in the saving of public warehouse staff time needed for purchase and collecting warehouse receipts and registries.
The fully electronic system of warehouse receipt offers the best way of administering the public warehouse system. As in the previous case there is no need to send regular periodical reports to the public warehouse administrator, and the time of warehouse operators and administrators is saved. The security of the system is at the highest level since the electronic system prevents the issue of warehouse receipt above the licensed capacity, and in the case of suspicious operations of a public warehouse the inspection services can halt the issue of warehouse receipt by the public warehouse, while it investigates the facts. Issuing credit is simplified as the banks have access to add pledges to the warehouse receipt themselves, shortening procedures and improving security when lending against warehouse receipts. Trade of warehouse receipt outside the exchanges may be made by directly changing ownership, simplifying the procedure. The positive impact mentioned on commodity exchange trading of electronic warehouse receipts occurs through commodity exchanges having direct access and the ability to enter ownership data after trading. The second positive effect of electronic warehouse receipts is the possibility for trading orders to be sent in electronic form. Paper warehouse receipts need to be sent to the commodity exchange by post. Trading orders in the case of electronic warehouse receipts can be submitted via local brokerage firms.
Based on previously mentioned, it may be concluded that the introduction of electronic warehouse receipt has a positive effect on the entire agribusiness sector. Considering the complexity of introducing the electronic system, a two-step introduction may be recommended, whereby electronic registers of warehouse receipt are introduced first, which is simpler and bears a lesser risk of system collapse compared to an electronic warehouse receipt system and in which public warehouses, administrators, inspections, banks and traders may gain experience in preparation for working in a fully electronic system of warehouse receipt.
